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Background: The human scalp has various functions from protecting the skull bone to providing an aesthetic look. Various condition of the 
scalp that can cause full or partial thickness scalp loss are trauma (gunshot, RTA, avulsion injuries), acute and post burn injuries, post tumour 
excision defects and scalp infection etc.  Subjects and Methods: This retrospective observational study was conducted over a period of 3 
years in a tertiary care centre and the different etiologies of scalp injuries along with the various techniques of scalp reconstruction were 
discussed. Results: A total of 50 patients of both sexes and any age with full or partial thickness scalp defects were admitted. The most 
common age of presentation was 20-40 years age (40%) with trauma (56%) being the most common etiology followed by burns in 30% 
patients. 40 % of the patients were reconstructed with skin grafts while in 30% patients local flaps and in 10% patients tissue expanders were 
used. Conclusion: An aesthetically pleasing scalp reconstruction requires a precise preoperative planning with detailed knowledge of scalp 
anatomy and blood supply. The wide armamentarium of techniques for reconstruction allows the plastic surgeon to give a much pleasing final 
result. 
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Introduction 

 
The human scalp has tough skin that provides various 
functions from protecting the cranium to providing and 
aesthetic look.  The scalp tissue being exposed is subjected to 
a lot of conditions causing full or partial thickness loss. 
Various etiologies that are associated with scalp loss are 
trauma (RTA, gunshots, scalp avulsions, necrotizing 
infections, post burns, reconstruction post tumour excision, 
post traumatic alopecia. 
 
The main criteria for scalp reconstruction are 1. Size of 
defect, 2. Its thickness 3.the aesthetic concerns of the patient, 
4. surrounding tissue pliability, 5.the hair line and 
surrounding hair quality and density 6.presence of healthy  
pericranium and  7 comorbidities of the patient.[1] 

 
Various treatment modalities have been described in 
literature from primary closure to microvascular free tissue 
transfer.[2] 

 
History will always remember the pioneers in reconstructive 
plastic surgery like Robinson in 1908 who advocated the use 
of STSG (split thickness skin grafts) for intact pericranium.[3] 

Ortichochia in 1967 for his four flap technique of scalp 
closure.[4] While Neuman introduced the concept of tissue 
expansion in 19575, it was in 1984, when Manders et al used 
tissue expansion for the first time to reconstruct a scalp 
defect with an expanded hair bearing flap6.Microvascular 
surgery has advanced by leaps and bounds and in 1976, 
Miller et al demonstrated the first successful scalp 
reimplantation,[7] while many authors have described greater 
omentum muscle (Latissmus Dorsi) and fasciocutaneous 
flaps (ALT, RAFF) for calvarial cover.[8-10] 

We present a case series of 50 patients who presented to our 
institute with full or partial thickness scalp loss due to 
various etiologies and their management. 
 
Various modalities of scalp reconstruction 
The human scalp can be divided into 5 layers depicted by the 
pneumonic SCALP [S (Skin), C (Subcutaneous tissue), A 
(Galea Aponeurotica), L (loose Areolar tissue), P 
(Pericranium)].[10] Reconstructive surgeons were primarily 
concerned with  covering the exposed calvarium to prevent 
bone necrosis and dessication but today the demands to 
reconstruct a more cosmetically  appealing  hair bearing 
scalp has to be met. The following describes the basic 
reconstructive options depending on the size of the defect: 
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Primary closure: Defects size < 3cm can be closed 
primarily with tissue undermining.  
 
Secondary closure- with serial debridements and closure or 
application of negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) to 
decrease wound size and stimulate granulation tissue. 
 
Split thickness skin grafts: can be used on healthy 
pericranium or galea in acute trauma or on the residual defect 
from where a flap is elevated. If the pericranium is absent the 
calvaria can be burr holed to stimulate granulation tissue and 
secondary skin grafting can be done, but the grafted area 
lacks sweat glands and hair follicles and is prone to frequent 
break downs. 
 
Defects of 3-6 cm can be closed by local rotation flaps and 
the donor sites can be closed primarily by wide undermining 
Defects 6-9 cm need larger local flaps based on single or 
double named feeding vessels, with the donor site being 
covered with a skin graft. 
 
Defects > 9cm need free tissue cover either fasciocutaneous 
flaps (eg ALT flap), myocutaneous flaps (eg Latissmus 
dorsi) or greater omentum with skin grafting. 
 
Tissue expansion is a revolutionary way to cover defects 
with healthy hair bearing tissue. Scalp defects of almost 50 
% have been documented to be covered. The drawbacks are 
that it cannot be done in an acute sitting and requires 
placement of tissue expanders below the surrounding healthy 
tissue and serial expansion over a number of weeks to have 
adequate tissue for flap transposition, but cost, infection, the 
time of therapy are its drawback. 
 

Subjects and Methods 

 
This is a retrospective observational study conducted over a 
period of 3 years from December  2015-2018 in  tertiary care 
hospital. All patients of any age or sex presenting to our 
OPD or casualty with scalp tissue loss were included in this 
study. Various etiologies of scalp loss and our modes of 
reconstruction were documented. The data was tabulated and 
the mean and ratios were calculated using statistical 
calculators. 
 

Results 
 

A total of 50 patients were included in this study of which 
the male:female ratio was 2.3:1. The most common age of 
presentation was 20-40 years (40%) followed by 0- 20 years 
(32%). 
 
Trauma (RTA, Scalp avulsion, gunshot injury)  was the most 
common etiology 28 (56%) followed by acute burns( 
electic/thermal) and post thermal alopecia 15(30%),5 patients 
(10%) had scalp defects post tumour excision , and 2 (4%) 
were due to post infection 
 

 
 

While split thickness skin grafting (STSG) was the most 
common modality of reconstruction (40%) ,local flaps( 
rotation or transposition) were done in 15(30%) and tissue 
expanders were used in 5(10%) 
 
The most common complication in flap cover patients was 
bleeding in 8 patients (16%) and infection in 2 patients (4%) 
patients with tissue expanders and partial graft loss in 12 
(24%) patients. 
 

 
 
Discussion 
 
Scalp reconstruction has changed dramatically over the years 
from trephination and waiting for secondary closure to 
microvascular free flaps and and tissue expansion. With the 
current demand changing,  from just calvarial cover to a 
current more demanding cosmetic cover with hair bearing 
tissue, the plastic and reconstructive surgeon has to use all 
the tools in his reconstructive armamentarium keeping in 
mind the patient’s condition and financial status. 
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Figure 1: Post electric burn alopecia 
 

 
Figure 2: Tissue expander in situ 

 
Figure 3: Primary closure after expander removal with good 
hairline 
 

 
Figure 4: Post electric burn full thickness loss of scalp and 
forehead 
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Figure 5: Local rotation flap 
 

 
Figure 6: Post op 
 

 
Figure 7: Spreading cellulitis scalp 
 

 
Figure 8: After placing NPWT 
 

 
Figure 9: Post NPWT good granulation tissue 
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Figure 10: After STSG 
 
 

 
Figure 11: well settled STSG and good contour  
 

 
Figure 12: Case of scalp Tumour  

 
Figure 13: Free ALT flap  
 

 
Figure 14: Well settled flap  
 

 
Figure 15: Gunshot Scalp 
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Figure 16: Debridement and transposition flap cover 
 

 
Figure 17: well settled flap with donor site STSG 
 
Vivtor J et al 2017,[2] conducted a study on  135 electrical 
burn patients and found 9 patients to have scalp burn 
requiring reconstruction with grafts or flaps, in our study 
15(30%) patients presented due to acute and chronic post 
burn alopecia requiring reconstruction [Figure 4,5,6].  
Microsurgical reimplantation of avulsed scalp tissue or using 
free tissue transfer has revolutionized scalp reconstruction in 
a study done by Kalra et al (2013),[10] they performed 
microvascular reconstruction in 22 patients all being women, 
they reported 5 patients to have partial flap loss and 2 to have 
to have total flap loss needing repeat surgery, in our study 
microvascular  scalp reimplantation was done in 1  female 
patient and two free ALT flaps were done in elderly males 
for post tumour reconstruction of the residual defect [Figure 
12,13,14]. The free ALT flaps healed well but the scalp 
reimplant showed partial flap loss which was managed by 
skin grafting. Scalp reimplant shows variable take but only 
successful and immediate microvascular anastamosis can 
ensure adequate flap survival.[11,12] 
Negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) has 

revolutionized the reconstructive process by stimulating 
granulation tissue and causing wound contracture, allowing 
for simpler reconstructive options like FTSG or STSG rather 
than complicated flaps. Bast F et al 2017,[13] used NPWT 
post scalp tumour excision in 2 patients and covered the 
wound with STSG within 3 weeks of the initial procedure, 
they reported good graft take and satisfactory patient 
response. In our study we too used NPWT in 2 patients but in 
their etiology were due to spreading scalp infection. NPWT 
stimulated good granulation and decreased surrounding 
tissue edema and infection, STSG could be achieved within 
10 days of start of treatment with good graft take and patient 
safisfaction [Figure 7,8,9,10,11] 
Tissue expansion has a unique advantage of covering a scalp 
defect with healthy hair bearing tissue various authors have 
described expanders for covering post  burn alopecia and 
scalp defects.[14-16] We used tissue expanders in 5 patients 
with the main complication reported as infection due to the 
expander in 2 patients which was managed by antibiotics 
[Figure 1,2,3]. Calculating the size shape and number of 
expanders has always been a debate but many authors have 
given a few guide lines to help this.[17-19] 
 

Conclusion  
 
An aesthetically pleasing scalp reconstruction requires a 
precise preoperative planning with detailed knowledge of 
scalp anatomy and blood supply. The wide armamentarium 
of techniques for reconstruction allows the plastic surgeon to 
give a much pleasing final result. 
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